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Abstract

Neural Machine Translation (NMT) is
known to be extremely challenging for
Low-Resource Languages (LRL) with com-
plex morphology. This work deals with
the NMT of a specific LRL called Ma-
nipuri/Meeteilon, which is a highly agglu-
tinative language where words have ex-
tensive suffixation with limited prefixa-
tion. The work studies and discusses
the impacts of approaches to mitigate
the issues of NMT involving agglutina-
tive LRL in a strictly low-resource set-
ting. The research work experimented with
several methods and techniques including
subword tokenization, tuning of the self-
attention-based NMT model, utilization
of monolingual corpus by iterative back-
translation, embedding-based sentence fil-
tering for back translation. This research
work in the strictly low resource setting
of only 21204 training sentences showed
remarkable results with a BLEU score of
28.17 for Manipuri to English translation.

1 Introduction

Machine translation (MT) is the process of
translating text automatically, without human
intervention, from one language to another us-
ing machines in general and computers in par-
ticular. Neural machine translation (NMT)
systems, which are based on neural networks,
are able to perform on par with human trans-
lators (Toral et al., 2018; Popel et al., 2020).
But these systems were trained with data sets
that have tens or even hundreds of millions of
parallel sentences. Large-scale data sets are
only accessible for a select few high-resource
language pairs.

A language that is considered low-resource
or under-resourced is one that lacks elec-
tronic tools, resources, linguistic expertise or

a distinctive or reliable writing system (or-
thography) (Krauwer, 2003). In the context
of MT, low-resource languages (LRLs) are
those that do not have enough parallel data
sets to train the deep learning models. Ma-
nipuri/Meeteilon is one such low-resource lan-
guage. It is the state language of the North
Eastern Indian state of Manipur and is one of
the official languages specified in the Eighth
Schedule of the Constitution of India. It is
classified as a Tibeto-Burman language and is
known to be highly agglutinative (Post et al.,
2012). The foundational Natural Language
Processing (NLP) works on Manipuri language
has been slowly but steadily picking up pace in
the last decade or so (Naskar and Bandyopad-
hyay, 2005; ?; Nongmeikapam et al., 2012b;
Meetei et al., 2020; Huidrom and Lepage, 2020;
Singh and Singh, 2020; Moirangthem and
Nongmeikapam, 2021; Laitonjam and Singh,
2021; Moirangthem and Nongmeikapam, 2021;
Rahul et al., 2021; Laitonjam and Singh,
2022; Singh and Singh, 2022b; Maibam and
Purkayastha, 2023; Meetei et al., 2023). Al-
though few attempts have been made to collect
parallel corpus and to build efficient transla-
tion models, the low-resource nature and the
complex morphology of the language has ham-
pered the progress to attain tangible successes.
Therefore, innovative ways has to be studied
to improve the translation accuracy in the low-
resource settings.

This work is a serious attempt to study
the impacts of experimention with innovative
methods to improve the translation accuracy
of Manipuri (Mni) to English (En) NMT in
a strictly low-resource setting. The paper is
organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
literature review of previous works conducted
in the area, Section 3 discusses the methods of
the experiments conducted and Section 4 dis-



cusses the results of the experiments. Finally
Section 5 outlines the conclusion and aspects
for future work.

2 Literature Review

Machine Learning (ML) has been boosted by
the rediscovery of neural networks (Goldberg,
2016). The introduction of NMT has enabled
the use of a single large neural net that di-
rectly transforms the source sentence into the
target sentence (Cho et al., 2014; Sutskever
et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014). Different
neural architectures have been proposed with
the goal of improving efficiency of translation.
This includes recurrent networks (Sutskever
et al., 2014; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Luong
and Manning, 2015), convolutional networks
(Kalchbrenner et al., 2016; Gehring et al., 2017;
Kaiser et al., 2017) and transformer networks
(Vaswani et al., 2017).

Few progress have recently been made
regarding the research in Manipuri NMT
also. Singh and Bandyopadhyay (2010c)
reported an example-based MT system for
Manipuri and English. Statistical models
were also explored (Singh and Bandyopad-
hyay, 2010b,a; Achom et al., 2018; Rahul
et al., 2021). Attempts to integrate redupli-
cated multiword expressions (RMWEs) into
the Phrase Based Statistical Machine Trans-
lation (PBSMT) to improve translation qual-
ity has also been reported (Singh and Bandy-
opadhyay, 2011). Studies on the Name En-
tity Recognition (NER), Morpheme Identifica-
tion etc. of Manipuri to assist downstream
NLP pipelines have been worked upon (Nong-
meikapam et al., 2011, 2012a). Investigations
were also reported with different supervised
and unsupervised methods of Statistical Ma-
chine Translation (SMT) and NMT (Singh
and Singh, 2020; Singh et al., 2021; Singh
and Singh, 2022b). Laitonjam and Singh
(2021) studied the normalization of the mor-
phological inflection issue of Manipuri, and
to induce inter-language connecting points
between Manipuri and English. Singh and
Singh (2022a) used Long Short-Term Mem-
ory (LSTM) based many-to-many multilingual
NMT system that is infused with cross-lingual
features. Moirangthem et al. (2022) worked
on devising an efficient Manipuri-English au-

tomatic sentence aligner based on embeddings.
Huidrom and Lepage (2022) studied on a pre-
trained word embedding for Manipuri. Meetei
et al. (2023) reported the study on Multi-
modal Machine Translation (MMT). Maibam
and Purkayastha (2023) attempted with a fac-
tored model of SMT with a part-of-speech
(POS) tag as a factor to incorporate linguis-
tic information about the languages followed
by hand-coded reordering.

Improving the MT systems by using the
monolingual data to solve the parallel sen-
tences dependency issue has been reported
(Wu and Wang, 2007). Many academics
have looked into using back-translation (BT)
as an alternative to using monolingual data
(Bertoldi and Federico, 2009; Bojar and Tam-
chyna, 2011; Lambert et al., 2011; Sennrich
et al., 2015; Edunov et al., 2018; Poncelas
et al., 1804; Edunov et al., 2018; Rubino et al.,
2020). The reported MT systems that ex-
ploited monolingual data were already trained
using large parallel corpus. For low-resource
languages like Manipuri, back-translation has
found to be attempted by a few (Achom et al.,
2018; Singh et al., 2021; Laitonjam and Singh,
2021; Singh and Singh, 2022b). However,
there have been reports of noisy data issues
that require post-processing which makes the
work less viable (Singh and Singh, 2020). Cur-
rey et al. (2017) showed that low resource lan-
guage pairs can also be improved with syn-
thetic data where the source is simply a copy
of the monolingual target data. Hoang et al.
(2018); Cotterell and Kreutzer (2018); Dou
et al. (2020) tried to implement iterative pro-
cedure that enhances the back-translation and
final systems’ quality over time.

3 Experimentation

Experiments were carried out to get the best
translation accuracy for the Mni to En transla-
tion. Figure 1 summarizes and illustrates the
final overall system architecture. The method-
ologies used to construct the NMT systems can
be divided into three main categories, which
are covered in the subsections that follow: 1)
Data preparation for NMT, 2) Building opti-
mal NMT model and 3) Taking advantage of
Monolingual data.



Figure 1: Complete overview of the proposed architecture

3.1 Data Preparation for NMT
The parallel corpus for training, validation and
testing was taken from the repository provided
by the LRILT task, WMT 23 1. The statistics
of the corpus collected is illustrated in Table
1. The data acquired was in two parts as 1)
Mni-En parallel data for training, validation
and testing; and 2) a large monolingual cor-
pus of Mni. Mni script in both the corpus
was in Bengali script. Firstly, the parallel sen-
tences were checked manually for the quality
of misalignment and other possible syntactic
and semantic errors by using random sampling.
Random sampling is used to study the qual-
ity of the corpus because it is not feasible to
manually verify all the sentences. According
to the findings about the alignments, spellings
and quality of translations of the corpus, au-
tomatic cleaning of the corpus is performed.
The important steps in data cleaning may be
discussed as follows:

Deduplication The corpus was analyzed
for duplicates in this step. The monolingual
corpus of 2144897 Mni sentences was found to
include a major chunk of duplicates. The du-
plicate sentences were automatically removed
using Python which reduced the number of
sentences to 298662. The parallel training

1http://www2.statmt.org/wmt23/indic-mt-task.
html

data also had duplicates. Out of the 21687
parallel sentences, there were 781 duplicate
sentences in En side and 483 duplicate sen-
tences in Mni side as reported by the python
program. The duplicate sentence pairs were
also removed from the corpus.

Normalization The normalization step is
done to make the whole dataset consistent for
MT pipeline. For this, the removal of con-
trol characters, byte order mark, zero width
joiner, zero width non joiner etc. and replace-
ment of the zero width space, no break space
etc. with space was performed for both the
languages. For En, the normalization step in-
cludes another step of lower-casing where all
the capitalized texts are converted to lower-
case. This step is important as the capital
letter and small letter signify different charac-
ters in computer programming, although the
difference seems to be minor to human.

Basic Word Tokenization Tokenization
has been an important part of NMT pipeline.
The tokenization of the sentences into proper
words is important for NMT work as any char-
acter joined to a word will be taken as a new
word different to the original one by the trans-
lation system. For example, ’go’ and ’go!’ will
be interpreted as different words. Hence, the
texts in both the languages are first tokenized
into words not polluted by any preceding or

http://www2.statmt.org/wmt23/indic-mt-task.html
http://www2.statmt.org/wmt23/indic-mt-task.html


Data Sentences acquired After preprocessing
Training (Mni-En) 21687 21204
Validation (Mni-En) 1000 1000
Testing (Mni-En) 1000 1000
Monolingual (Mni) 2144897 298662

Table 1: Statistics of corpus acquired from LRILT task, WMT 23

succeeding punctuation. For En, the text is
tokenized using the regular Latin punctuation.
For Mni, in addition to the above, the Meetei
Mayek fullstop punctuation mark ’꯫’ is also
used for the purpose.

3.2 Building Optimal NMT Model
The NMT model used for training the Mni-
En translation is adapted from the works
of Vaswani et al. (2017). This is the self-
attention based encoder-decoder model com-
monly known as Transformer. A base model
was developed using Python and Tensorflow.
The model architecture can be simplified and
summarized into Encoder and Decoder as il-
lustrated in Figure 2. In simple terms, the
Encoder finds the relationships between the to-
kens of the input sequence. In essence, the en-
coder transforms the embedding space of the
input tokens by weighing the vectors in accor-
dance with their significance to the meaning
of the sentence. Decoder takes the translated
sentence as the first input and applies atten-
tion to it. Then it combines the result with the
encoder’s output in another attention mecha-
nism. The Decoder learns to relate the target
embedding space with the input embedding
space, so that it finds a basis transformation
between both vector spaces.

According to the works of Van Biljon et al.
(2020), the optimal size of the NMT model for
low-resource settings are not necessarily large.
Thus the base model (NMTb) is created in
a lightweight fashion by following their work
to save temporal and computing resources for
the incremental study of several experimenta-
tion factors. It has 2 transformer self-attention
heads with 3 layers in encoder and decoder.
The size of rnn hidden states is 256 and the size
of hidden transformer feed-forward is 512. The
model uses Adam optimization. The starting
learning rate is 1 with ”noam” learning rate
decay method. The number of model training
steps is set to 100000. After the base model is
created, experiments were conducted to study

Figure 2: NMT model, adapted from (Vaswani
et al., 2017)

the trend of improvement in translation accu-
racy using two major strategies viz. Sub-word
tokenization and parameter tuning, which are
discussed below.

3.2.1 Sub-Word Tokenization
NMT requires a limited-size vocabulary for
computational cost and substantial number of
examples to estimate word embeddings. Three
advantages are frequently cited in favor of sub-
words: shorter encoding of frequent tokens,
compositionality of subwords, and the ability
to deal with unknown words (Wolleb et al.,
2023). The more frequent the token, the better
its representation. NMT shows weakness in
translating low-frequency words (Koehn and
Knowles, 2017). Therefore it is desired that
a vocabulary contains a series of well repre-
sented high-frequency tokens. As Manipuri
language is highly agglutinative, the number
of unique words is disproportionately large
which is counterproductive for NMT systems



as explained above.
Subword tokenization is basically the split-

ting words into subwords. In this step, the
word tokens are further tokenized into sub-
words. For example, the word ”Tokenization”
may be split into subwords as ”Token” and
”ization”. There are several methods for sub-
word tokenization. In this work, the Byte-Pair-
Encoding (BPE) based subword-tokenization
has been explored.

Byte Pair Encoding(BPE)-based Tok-
enizer BPE is a simple form of data com-
pression algorithm in which the most common
pair of consecutive bytes of data is replaced
with a byte that does not occur in that data.
It was first described in (Gage, 1994), and it
has been used as a popular data tokenization
technique (Tennage et al., 2018). It begins by
treating each word as a sequence of characters
and iteratively combines most commonly oc-
curring character pair into one. The algorithm
stops after a controllable number of operations,
or when no token pair appears more than once.
BPE ensures that the most common words are
represented in the vocabulary as a single token
while the rare words are broken down into two
or more subword tokens and this is in agree-
ment with what a subword-based tokenization
algorithm does.

3.2.2 NMT Model Parameter Tuning
The base model (NMTb) with the added sub-
word tokenization layer is used for further ex-
periments to study if making the model larger
or smaller through parameter tuning would im-
prove the translation accuracy. Experiments
were conducted by gradually changing the pa-
rameters in the direction of increasing transla-
tion accuracy. Parameters that were tweaked
in the Transformer model may be named as
RNN size, Feed forward layer size, encoder de-
coder layer number, number of heads etc. Pa-
rameters of the model giving the best accuracy
in the experimentation are chosen for the next
improvement strategy.

3.3 Taking Advantage of Monolingual
Data

In the constrained data setting of a very small
parallel corpus, attempts were made to utilize
the huge monolingual corpus in improving the
translation accuracy. Two main methods were

employed in utilizing the monolingual corpus
viz. Iterative back-translation and Automatic
sentence filtering by embeddings-based scor-
ing.

3.3.1 Iterative Back-Translation
Back Translation is the process of augmenting
the parallel training corpus with the transla-
tions of the target language sentences, which
is basically generating synthetic parallel data
using the existing translation system (Edunov
et al., 2018). Iterative Back-translation is used
to generate increasingly better synthetic paral-
lel data from monolingual data (Hoang et al.,
2018).

For the iterative back-translation of
Language-1 (L1) and Language-2 (L2), the
models for L1 to L2 translation (NMT1

2)
and L2 to L1 translation (NMT2

1) is trained
first with available parallel corpus. Then
the Language-1 monolingual data (L1

∗) is
used to translate synthetic Language-2 (L2

∗)
sentences using the trained translator model
(NMT1

2). This synthetic parallel data [L1
∗,

L2
∗] is added to the original parallel data for

training to improve the accuracy of NMT1
2

and NMT2
1 models. If improvement is seen,

the process is repeated till the convergence
condition is reached or till the computing and
time resource is viable. This can be illustrated
in Figure 1 and Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Iterative Back-Translation.
Require: Parallel Data [L1, L2], Monolingual

L1 Data (L1
∗),NMT models NMT1

2 and
NMT2

1

1: Training Data (Dp)← [L1, L2]
2: repeat
3: Train NMT1

2 using Dp

4: Use NMT1
2 to translate (L2

∗ ← L1
∗)

5: Filter [L1
∗, L2

∗] using similarity score
6: Dp ← [L1, L2] ∪ [L1

∗, L2
∗]

7: Train NMT2
1 using Dp

8: until Convergence
Ensure: Updated NMT models NMT1

2 and
NMT2

1

It has also been pointed out in the ear-
lier work of Edunov et al. (2018), that in re-
source poor settings back-translations are of
not much use. Hence, the main issue is how to
enable the iterative back-translation method



in resource poor settings. This is tried to
be solved by using quality sentence filtering
method which is explained below.

3.3.2 Automatic Sentence Filtering by
Embedding-based Scoring

Sentence filtering is the method to choose
better translations among the back-translated
synthetic sentence pairs. An automatic sen-
tence filtering methodology was devised. The
methodology applied is based on the works of
Moirangthem et al. (2022) which used embed-
dings based cosine distance for sentence align-
ments for Mni-En sentence pairs. A sentence
similarity scoring method was devised to fil-
ter better translated parallel sentences among
the noisy back-translated sentences. The scor-
ing function was based on normalized cosine
distance between multilingual sentence embed-
dings. Cosine similarity states that to find the
similarity between two points or vectors A &
B considering two axis X and Y, the angle be-
tween them must be found out which is given
by Equation 1.

cosine_similarity = cos(θ) =
A.B

∥A∥ . ∥B∥

=

∑n
i=1AiBi√∑n

i=1A
2
i

√∑n
i=1B

2
i

(1)

Having the Cosine Similarity, the Cosine
Distance is simply given by the following Equa-
tion 2

cosine_distance = 1− cosine_similarity
(2)

When distance is less, the similarity is more
which means points are near to each other.
Contrarily, when the distance is more, two
points are dissimilar or far away from each
other. Using this scoring function, the percent-
age of sentence similarity was calculated, us-
ing which the better translated sentence pairs
could be selected for iterative back translation.

3.4 Model Evaluation
The performance of the models was tested us-
ing the 1000 parallel test data from the LRILT
task, WMT 23. The performance evaluation

is done using the popular metric of Evaluation
Understudy (BLEU), which is de-facto stan-
dard in measuring translation output. It in-
dicates how similar the candidate text is to
the reference texts, with values closer to one
representing more similar texts. It works by
counting n-grams in the generated sentence to
n-grams in the reference sentence. BLEU score
calculation can be stated as below (Papineni
et al., 2002):

BLEU(N) = BP.exp

(
N∑

n=1

wnlogpn

)
(3)

where BP is brevity penalty and N is the
number of n-grams. BP is given by the follow-
ing formula:

BP =

{
1 if c > r

e
1−r
c if c ≤ r

(4)

where c is predicted length which is the num-
ber of words in the predicted sentence and r
is target length which is the number of words
in the target sentence.

4 Result and Analysis
Each step of the experiment conducted was
evaluated using the evaluation method ex-
plained in 3.4. The effects of different exper-
iments conducted are discussed separately as
below.

4.1 Tokenization Effect
Subword Tokenization proved to be one of the
most important steps in improving the NMT
performance for the agglutinative LRL of Ma-
nipuri language. It’s effect is illustrated in Ta-
ble 2.

Method Mn-En BLEU
NMTb 9.61
NMTbpe+BPE 18.11

Table 2: Effects of Sub-word tokenization.

The method helps to break down the agglu-
tinative Mni words and thus increase the fre-
quency of subwords. This in turn helps reduc-
ing the number of vocab and to better han-
dle the unknown/<UNK> words. The appli-
cation of sub-word tokenization improved the



Sl.No. RNN size Transformer ff Enc/Dec layers Head Mn-En BLEU
1 256 512 3 2 18.11
2 256 2048 3 16 25.15
3 512 4096 4 16 27.28

Table 3: Effects of Parameter tuning.

No. of Iteration Sim. score No. of parallel sent. Mn-En BLEU
1 40% 23219 26.66
1 45% 15826 26.92
1 50% 7310 27.34
1 55% 2730 25.72
1 60% 850 25.35
2 55% 28468 27.56
2 60% 22401 27.67
2 65% 5799 27.16
2 70% 2331 27.12
3 55% 42772 27.71
3 60% 23219 28.17
3 65% 15826 27.74
3 70% 7310 27.68

Table 4: Effects of similarity score on back-translation by parallel sentence filtering.

translation accuracy from the base score with-
out sub-word tokenization by a BLEU score
of 8.95 for Mni to En translation. This is in
line with the expected outcome as discussed
in Section 3.2.1 that tokenizing the aggluti-
native words will greatly help improving the
NMT translation accuracy.

4.2 Parameter Tuning Effect
The effects of parameter tuning is illustrated
in Table 3. The first attempt of increasing
the size of transformer feed forward from 512
to 2048 and the number of attention heads
from 2 to 16 helped gain a BLEU score of
7.04. Again, increasing the RNN size from 256
to 512, transformer feed forward from 2048 to
4096 and increasing the encoder/decoder layer
from 3 to 4 helped increase the BLEU score by
another 2.13 BLEU score. The optimal tuning
improved the accuracy with a BLEU of 9.17 for
Mni to En translation. Thus, the experiment
with parameter tuning indicated that making
the model larger improved the translation ac-
curacy in the case of NMT model involving
agglutinative LRL of Manipuri.

4.3 Monolingual Data Effect
After having the subword tokenization inte-
grated, and a tuned NMT model was pre-
pared, attempts were made to implement back-
translation. Using the Mni to En NMT model,
the Mni monolingual corpus is translated back
to En. A preliminary attempt was made to

use the back-translated parallel sentences for
training the models. This backfired and in-
stead of improving the translation accuracy,
the method greatly reduced the accuracy of
translation. Upon manual inspection by ran-
dom sampling, it was found as expected that
most of the translated sentences were too
much noisy and are not good enough for train-
ing the models to learn anything useful. It is
learned from the experiment that, utilization
of back-translation in low-resource setting is a
hard task. Innovative ways of parallel sentence
filtering was required.

The experimentation with parallel sentence
filtering using the embedding based similarity
score indicated a slow improvement in transla-
tion accuracy. Thus iterative back-translation
was conducted by selecting parallel sentences
using a minimum score. The effects of similar-
ity score over the size of synthetic parallel cor-
pora and ultimately the translation accuracy
on applying iterative back-translation is illus-
trated in Table 4. As expected (Moirangthem
et al., 2022), the similarity score and the num-
ber of parallel sentences are inversely pro-
portional, whereby choosing a small score in-
creases the number of parallel sentences and
vice versa. It was found that, under the con-
strained condition, increasing the similarity
score improved the BLEU score but plateaued
at a certain point, and then declines. The max-
ima is different for different iterations. For



example, in the first iteration 50% similarity
score gave the best results, but in the third
iteration 60% gave the best result. It can be
inferred from the findings that for each itera-
tion the generated translations has lesser noise
thereby more sentences can be used for next it-
eration.

Three iterations were experimented us-
ing the methodology explained above, which
proved to improve the translation accuracy
of Mni to En translation by margin of 0.89
BLEU score. It can be noted that, the process
of training the back-translation of the mono-
lingual corpus, selecting parallel sentences ac-
cording to similarity score and performing the
next back-translation for different similarity
scores consumes a lot of time and comput-
ing resources. The experimentation proved
that iterative back-translation can, however
minutely, improve the translation accuracy.
But, comparing with human translation in the
strictly low resource settings, it seems that the
trade-off between the two need to be carefully
calculated.

A final summary of the trend of increase
in performance for the different methodologies
can be referred from Table 5. The trend of
increase in BLEU score and gain in BLEU for
each additional methods is illustrated in Fig-
ure 3. It can be seen that, the application of
BPE helped gain the BLEU score by 8.95 from
the base model. Increasing the NMT model
size helped the most gain in BLEU score by
9.17. And iterative-back translation by sen-
tence filtering helped gain a BLEU score of
0.89.

Methodology Mn-En BLEU Gain
NMTb 9.16 -
NMTb +BPE 18.11 8.95
NMTpt +BPE 27.28 9.17
NMTpt +BPE +BT 28.17 0.89

Table 5: Overall trend of performance gain.

5 Conclusion

The research work has studied various method-
ologies like subword tokenization, parameter
tuning, iterative back translation using em-
beddings based sentence similarity score for
the Transformer based NMT model in low-
resource setting involving agglutinative Ma-

Figure 3: Trend of increase in BLEU score and
gain in BLEU for each additional methods

nipuri language. The impacts of each method-
ology and their advantages and disadvantages
are discussed. The work helped achieve a
BLEU score of 28.17 for Mni to En translation
in a strictly constrained low-resource environ-
ment of LRILT Task, WMT-23.

The work also exposed several areas for
future research. Tokenization for Manipuri
should be studied further. Apart from BPE,
other subword tokenization methods may be
studied and experimented. The effect of it-
erative back-translation is needed to be stud-
ied along with better performing NMT models
which are already trained with more parallel
sentences.
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